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Abstract: 33 

This proof-of-concept study demonstrates that repetitive loading to the pain threshold can 34 

safely recreate overloading-induced soft tissue damage and that localised tissue stiffening 35 

can be used as a marker for injury. This concept was demonstrated here for the soft tissue 36 

of the sole of the foot where it was found that repeated loading to the pain threshold led to 37 

long-lasting statistically significant stiffening in the areas where pressure was most intense. 38 

Loading at lower magnitudes did not have the same effect. This method can shed new light 39 

on the aetiology of overloading injury in the foot to improve the management of conditions 40 

such as diabetic foot ulceration and heel pain syndrome. At the same time, the presented 41 

concept can also enable the direct assessment of subject-specific thresholds for overloading 42 

in other soft tissues which are sensitive to pain, accessible for imaging and can be loaded in 43 

a clinically relevant manner. 44 

 45 
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Introduction: 69 

When a tissue is overloaded, its internal stresses exceed its capacity to carry load without 70 

damage (i.e. its strength) leading to injury. Our inability to quantitatively define overloading 71 

and assess in-vivo tissue strength on a subject-specific basis remains a major barrier for the 72 

effective prevention of such injuries. To address this challenge, the present study proposes 73 

to use a person’s sensation of pain within in-vivo mechanical testing to safely recreate and 74 

study overloading. As a first step, this concept will be demonstrated for the soft tissues of the 75 

sole of the foot (a.k.a. plantar soft tissue). Plantar soft tissue was selected because it is 76 

extremely sensitive to pain, it is accessible for imaging and it can be easily loaded in a 77 

clinically relevant manner.  78 

Another reason for selecting plantar soft tissue is that overlading in this tissue is also very 79 

important clinically1. If loading in the foot becomes too high, then pain “motivates” us to 80 

change the way we load the foot to offload overloaded regions. The protective role of pain 81 

against overloading becomes even clearer if one considers the implications of impaired pain 82 

sensation. For example, people with diabetes who lose the sensation of pain in their feet due 83 

to peripheral neuropathy, also tend to repeatedly overload and seriously injure their feet, 84 

leading even to amputation. In the UK alone, 169 people per week have an amputation due 85 

to diabetes2.   86 

Based on these, the load that causes minimal pain in the healthy plantar soft tissue could be 87 

assumed to be a threshold for tissue overloading. If this is correct then, repetitive loading to 88 

the pain threshold (PT) should cause internal tissue damage. What is unclear is whether the 89 

extent of induced damage will be ethically acceptable and at the same time reliably 90 

detectable.    91 

From an engineering perspective, tissue damage will also change the tissue’s mechanical 92 

behaviour3. In turn, this could also mean that the changes in tissue biomechanics that tissue 93 

damage has triggered could also be used to detect damage. Recent advances in non-94 

invasive and clinically applicable methods to quantitatively assess the mechanical behaviour 95 

of soft tissues, such as clinical shear wave (SW) elastography, could significantly help to this 96 

end4–8.  97 

The link between tissue damage and altered mechanical properties was previously 98 

demonstrated for muscle tissue using an animal model9,10. Nelissen et al. induced deep-99 

tissue injury by applying large-strain indentation for two hours in the tibialis anterior muscle 100 

of anaesthetised rats9. Measurement of the tissue’s mechanical behaviour before and after 101 

overloading revealed significant localised stiffening following overloading injury. Even though 102 

the methods for overloading-induced tissue damage presented by Nelissen et al. are not 103 

transferable to in-vivo human testing, their findings highlight tissue stiffening as a potential 104 

marker for soft tissue damage9,10.    105 

Biological tissues are dynamic structures6 with a capacity for self-repair. Also, the 106 

mechanical behaviour of all soft tissues is strongly affected by their recent loading history. 107 

As a result, any loading will affect the tissue’s mechanical behaviour. Studies demonstrate 108 

that using a well-defined preconditioning protocol can minimise the effect of loading history 109 

to reveal underlying clinically relevant changes in tissue biomechanics11,12.  110 

Based on the above, it can be hypothesised that if the PT is indeed a threshold for 111 

overloading in the healthy feet, then repetitive loading of that magnitude should trigger 112 

localised stiffening10 that cannot be reversed by preconditioning. Repetitive loading of lower 113 

magnitude should not have the same effect. Careful selection of the number of overloading 114 



 

 

cycles should enable controlling the extent of the induced internal tissue damage to levels 115 

that can easily heal without further complications. 116 

Results: 117 

The aforementioned hypothesis was tested in the heels of 26 participants with healthy 118 

sensitivity in their feet. Before testing, the left and right foot of each participant was randomly 119 

assigned as A or B and the healthy sensitivity was confirmed using a neurothesiometer13,14. 120 

 121 

 122 

Figure 1: The testing set-up and an example of how SW elastography images were 123 

analysed. (a) The set-up for imaging and (b) loading the heel. SW elastograms at baseline 124 

(c), after overloading (d) or after walking (e). The loaded area and circular areas for 125 

measuring SW speed at different distances from the centre are also shown.   126 

 127 

Localised stiffening was assessed by measuring changes in the distribution of SW 128 

propagation speed in an axial imaging plane at the centre of the heel (Figure 1a). Previous 129 

research from the authors of this study had shown that increased or decreased SW speed in 130 

the plantar soft tissue is a reliable indicator for tissue stiffening or softening respectively4. To 131 

precondition the plantar soft tissue and eliminate the effect of loading history, the participants 132 

were asked to walk barefoot the length of the lab twice before imaging (≈80 steps). A 133 

detailed list of all collected data can be found in Supplementary material A. 134 



 

 

Starting with foot-A, the heel was preconditioned before baseline imaging followed by ten 135 

cycles of loading to the participant’s pain threshold. A small area at the centre of the heel 136 

was loaded using a standardised handheld algometer with a flat circular footprint 137 

(diameter=1cm) and the PT force was recorded (Figure 1b). Imaging was repeated 138 

immediately after loading and after another round of preconditioning. Paired samples t-test 139 

revealed statistically significant stiffening immediately after loading  at the edges of the 140 

loaded area (95% CI: -0.497/-0.111, t=-3.256, df=24, P=0.003), namely the areas where 141 

loading was most intense15, which was not eliminated by preconditioning (95% CI: -0.291/-142 

0.033, t=-2.591, df=24, P=0.016) (Figure 2a). No significant change was found at the centre 143 

of the loaded area or outside the loaded area (P≥0.05) (Figure 2a).  144 

 145 

Figure 2: Results from the foot which was tested first (foot-A) indicating whether loading at 146 

the pain threshold led to localised stiffening and whether stiffening was eliminated by 147 

preconditioning. Numerical results highlighting the difference in contact pressure between 148 

the edges and the centre of the loaded area are also shown. (a) The relative to baseline 149 

average (%)change in SW speed immediately after ten cycles of overloading and after 150 

preconditioning in foot-A. Data for different regions of the loading tissue, namely outside the 151 

loaded area (unloaded), at the edges of the loaded area (loaded-edge) and at the centre of 152 

the loaded area (loaded-centre) are presented as separate data series. Error bars 153 

correspond to one standard deviation. Statistically significant stiffening is indicated with (*) 154 

and the respective average ± standard deviation of change in SW speed is shown on the 155 

graph.  (b) The numerically estimated distribution of contact pressure on the surface of the 156 

loaded area and (c) the finite element model used for these calculations.  157 



 

 

Tissue stiffening was assessed separately for the edges of the loaded area since the 158 

pressure in those areas was expected to be the highest15. This was also confirmed for the 159 

specific loading scenario presented here using a previously developed finite element model11 160 

of the heel (Figure 2b,c).  161 

The same process of baseline imaging, imaging immediately after repetitive loading and 162 

after preconditioning was repeated three times for foot-B for increasing magnitudes of 163 

loading. Using the PT of foot-A (PT-A) as a reference, loading was first applied to foot-B at 164 

50%, then 80% of PT-A before going to the foot-specific PT (PT-B) during the third and final 165 

round of imaging.  166 

 167 

 168 

Figure 3: Results from the foot which was tested second (foot-B) indicating whether loading 169 

at different magnitudes led to localised changes in tissue stiffness and whether these 170 

changes were eliminated by preconditioning. (a) Loading at the foot specific pain threshold 171 

(PT). (b) Loading at 80% of the PT measured for foot-A. (c) Loading at 50% of the PT 172 

measured for foot-A. In all cases error bars correspond to one standard deviation. 173 

Statistically significant stiffening is indicated with (*) and the respective average ± standard 174 

deviation of change in SW speed is shown on the graph.  175 

 176 



 

 

Like foot-A, also in foot-B loading at the foot-specific PT led to tissue stiffening at the edges 177 

of the loaded area (95% CI: -0.552/ -0.113, t=-3.120, df=25, P=0.005) which was not 178 

eliminated by preconditioning (95% CI: -0.355/ -0.025, t=-2.374, df=25, P=0.026)(Figure 3a). 179 

Loading at 80% of the pain threshold led to statistically significant stiffening immediately after 180 

loading of similar magnitude to the previous two cases (95% CI:-0.440/ -0.087, t=-3.087, 181 

df=25, P=0.005) (Figure 2b). This time however stiffening was eliminated by preconditioning. 182 

No statistically significant stiffening was found for loading at 50% of the PT. A consistent 183 

pattern of tissue softening was found instead (Figure 2c). More specifically tissue softening 184 

was observed across all imaging regions with statistically significant softening at the edges 185 

of the loaded region following preconditioning (95% CI: 0.019/ 0.38, df=25, t=2.281, df=25, 186 

P=0.031). A detailed list of all reported average changes in SW speed and their standard 187 

deviations in figures 2 and 3 can be found in Supplementary material B. 188 

 189 

None of the participants reported any discomfort or pain while standing or walking after the 190 

end of the testing session or in the following days  191 

 192 

Discussion: 193 

The results of this study confirm that repetitive loading to the threshold of pain triggers 194 

localised stiffening which is not eliminated by preconditioning and is consistent with the 195 

presence of tissue damage9,10,16–18. The fact that none of the participants reported any 196 

discomfort or pain after the end of the testing session or in the following days, verifies the 197 

safety of the proposed method. 198 

Localised stiffening was observed at the areas where pressure was most intense, namely at 199 

the edges of the loaded area (figure 2b). This was because overloading was imposed using 200 

a flat pain pressure applicator. The use of different type of pain pressure applicator or 201 

indenter could lead to very different distribution of pressure and of localised stiffening. For 202 

example, the use of a hemispherical indenter would lead to high pressures developing at the 203 

centre of the loaded area, in which case significant localised stiffening would be expected at 204 

the centre and not at the edges of the loaded area.   205 

In this study, changes in tissue biomechanics were assessed in 5mm wide circular areas 206 

close to the skin surface (Figure 1c-e). The effect of overloading in deeper tissues was not 207 

assessed because SW elastography cannot produce reliable measurements close to bony 208 

surfaces4,5. The use of alternative elastography techniques could enable the investigation of 209 

the effect of overloading on different plantar soft tissue layers19. More research will also be 210 

needed to test the applicability of the proposed methodology for shear overloading, which is 211 

another important contributor to overloading injuries20. 212 

Until now overloading thresholds for the foot have been assessed only for entire populations 213 

using a retrospective epidemiological approach21,22. Even though the measurement of 214 

overloading thresholds was beyond the scope of this proof-of-concept study, its methods 215 

and results can support further research in this direction. More specifically, pain sensation 216 

could be used to produce a first approximation of subject-specific overloading thresholds for 217 

the healthy foot. At the same time, the link between overloading, tissue damage and tissue 218 

stiffening, which was demonstrated here for the first time for the plantar soft tissue, also 219 

opens the way for another definition of overloading threshold that does not require the 220 

subjective assessment of pain. Using the load that causes clinically relevant stiffening as a 221 



 

 

threshold for overloading could enable the objective assessment of overloading thresholds 222 

and tissue strength in healthy and pathologic/ insensitive tissues.    223 

In its current form, the presented method can be used to study how different areas of the 224 

foot are affected by pressure overloading and to shed new light on the aetiology of overload-225 

induced injury. This can help improve the prevention and management of conditions which 226 

are triggered by overloading in the foot like DFU and heel pain syndrome16,23. At the same 227 

time, the presented concept can also open the way for the direct assessment of subject-228 

specific thresholds for overloading in other soft tissues which, like the plantar soft tissue, are 229 

sensitive to pain, accessible for imaging and easily loaded in a clinically relevant manner 230 

(e.g. skin, muscle). 231 

 232 

Methods: 233 

Participants: Adults with healthy sensitivity in their feet were included in this study (male/ 234 

female:16/10, age: 37y ± 11y, BMI: 25.8kg/m2 ± 5.8kg/m2). People with foot injuries or 235 

conditions which could affect their perception of pain were excluded. The specific inclusion/ 236 

exclusion criteria used are as follows:   237 

Inclusion criteria: Age≥18y 238 

   Healthy sensitivity in the feet 239 

Exclusion criteria: Foot injury in the last 12 months 240 

   Diagnosis for diabetes (type 1/2) 241 

   Presence of pain on the day of testing (anywhere in the body) 242 

Diagnosis for a condition that could either cause pain or make the foot 243 

more sensitive to pain (e.g. gout, heel pain syndrome) 244 

Diagnosis for a disorder that could affect pain perception (e.g. 245 

peripheral neuropathy). 246 

All methods were carried out in accordance with relevant guidelines and regulations. 247 

Institutional ethical approval was obtained prior to the start of the study by Staffordshire 248 

University’s ethics committee and written informed consent was obtained from participants 249 

prior to initiation of study procedures.  250 

Confirmation of healthy sensitivity: A neurothesiometer (Horwell Scientific Laboratory 251 

Supplies) was used to measure vibration perception threshold (VPT) in each heel. VPT was 252 

measured at the centre of each heel three times and their average was used as the final 253 

VPT score13,14. Healthy sensitivity was defined as having VPT<15V in both heels13. The 254 

average ± Standard deviation VPT across all participants was 3.5Volt ± 1.6Volt and 3.3Volt ± 255 

1.1Volt for foot-A and B respectively. Paired samples t-test (two tail) indicated that the 256 

difference between limbs was not statistically significant (95%CI:-0.303/0.661, t=0.766, 257 

df=25, P=0.451).  258 

SW imaging: Ultrasound SW elastography is a quantitative method for the non-invasive 259 

assessment of soft tissue biomechanics. It involves the generation of a high intensity 260 

ultrasound pulse inside the tissue that displaces a column of the tissue and generates SWs. 261 

These SWs are then tracked and their speed is measured as they propagate through 262 

different areas of the imaged tissues. At the end, SW elastography provides a 2D map of the 263 



 

 

speed with which these waves propagate in the imaging plane. In linearly elastic, 264 

homogenous and isotropic materials the measurement of SW speed enables the direct 265 

calculation of Young’s modulus (E): 266 

 267 

E = 3ρC2,  Eq.1 268 

where C is the SW speed (in m/s) ρ is the tissue’s density (for soft tissues ρ ≈ ρwater = 1000 269 

kg/m3).  270 

The above equation has been used in literature to estimate the Young’s modulus of soft 271 

tissues including the plantar soft tissue. However, previous work by the authors of this study 272 

demonstrated that measurements of SW speed are better suited for assessing changes and 273 

differences in stiffness rather than the measurement of the absolute values of plantar soft 274 

tissue Young’s modulus4. Based on that, all SW based measurements are presented as SW 275 

propagation speed (m/s) and not Young’s modulus (Pa). Readers should use equation 1 to 276 

compare the results presented in this study against literature where the outcome of SW 277 

elastography is presented in Pa and not in m/s.  278 

Before imaging, the heel was cleaned using a wet wipe and its centre was marked. SW 279 

imaging was performed in the axial plane with a linear array probe (SL15-4, SuperSonic 280 

Imagine Ltd) at the centre of the heel. To ensure no compression was applied to the tissue 281 

during imaging, special care was taken to always maintain a visible layer of ultrasound gel 282 

between the probe and skin. This was necessary to avoid any misleading increase in SW 283 

speed due to externally applied compression4. The probe was kept in the same position for 284 

at least 10 seconds or until a stable SW map was achieved before capturing a frame for 285 

analysis. 286 

SW data analysis: During data extraction, SW speed was measured in five circular areas 287 

(diameter=5mm). One circular area was at the centre of the loaded area, two were at the 288 

edges of the loaded area (0.5mm left or right from the centre) and two more were outside the 289 

loaded area (1.25 cm left or right from the centre). The average SW speed within each one 290 

of these areas was automatically calculated by the ultrasound unit (AIXPLORER Ultimate 291 

MultiWave™ Ultrafast™ Imaging and ShearWave™ Elastography Ultrasound System).  292 

During analysis, the SW speed for the unloaded tissue was calculated for each image as the 293 

average of the two circles outside the loaded area (±1.25cm from the centre). Similarly, the 294 

SW speed for the tissue at the edges of the loaded area was calculated by averaging the 295 

measurements for the circles at ±0.5cm from the centre (Figure 1c-d). This was done to 296 

account for the increased pressure at the edges of the loaded area relative to the centre 297 

(Figure 2b). The SW speed measurement provided by the ultrasound unit for the central 298 

circle was directly used for the tissue at the centre of the loaded area. 299 

When the SW elastogram did not expand enough towards the borders of the region of 300 

interest to fully cover the circles outside the loaded area, a small displacement towards the 301 

centre (<0.25mm) was allowed to get a more reliable measurement of SW. If this 302 

displacement was not adequate to get a measurement area that is covered by the 303 

elastogram then this area was eliminated from further analysis.   304 

Changes in SW speed were assessed by comparing baseline values against results 305 

immediately after loading and after preconditioning. In the case of foot-B the baseline values 306 

were adapted between imaging rounds to account for the possible cumulative effect of 307 

loading. More specifically, the baseline value used to assess the effect of loading at 80% of 308 



 

 

the PT (i.e. second round of imaging) was the SW after loading at 50% and preconditioning. 309 

Similarly, the baseline for assessing the effect of loading at the PT was the SW after loading 310 

at 80% and preconditioning.  311 

Loading: Loading was applied at the marked centre of the heel using a handheld 312 

dynamometer (500N, Citec) which was fitted with a standardised pain pressure applicator. 313 

The applicator had a flat circular footprint with a diameter of 1cm. Overloading was manually 314 

imposed with the participant lying prone on a couch by pressing the pain pressure applicator 315 

at the centre of the heel until he/she indicated the start of mild pain, at which point the heel 316 

was fully unloaded (Figure 1b). This loading process was repeated ten times. The number of 317 

loading cycles was decided based on preliminary testing (one participant) indicating that ten 318 

cycles were likely to generate measurable stiffening without significant adverse effects. 319 

The PT force was recorded for each cycle. The median(min. value, max. value) of the PT 320 

force for the foot tested first (foot-A) and second (foot-B) was 29(17,110) and 34(17,99) 321 

respectively. According to Wilcoxon signed rank test the difference between feet was 322 

statistically significant (n=26, z=245, P=0.026), indicating that the participants were likely to 323 

be more conservative/ cautious with their assessment of PT for the foot that was tested first. 324 

The average PT for foot-A was used to define the magnitude of loading for the first two of 325 

three rounds of imaging for foot-B. More specifically during the first and second round of 326 

testing the examiner loaded the marked centre of the heel of foot-B to 50% and 80% of the 327 

previously calculated average PT for foot-A. During these two rounds of testing, it was 328 

explained to the participant that loading will be applied ten times to a predefined force 329 

threshold and that loading would stop either when this threshold was reached or when they 330 

felt pain. Loading to the foot-specific PT for foot-B was done following the same process as 331 

foot-A.  332 

All loading sequences were applied by the same examiner and were successfully completed 333 

except for one participant. SW results from foot-A of this participant 18 were excluded from 334 

the analysis due to an error in loading repetitions.  335 

Testing sequence: The sequence of preconditioning, loading, and imaging steps are 336 

presented below in the order that they were performed during testing. The imaging steps that 337 

were used as baseline in each imaging round are also indicated. 338 

Foot-A:  339 

1. Preconditioning 340 

2. SW imaging (Baseline for assessing the effect of loading at the PT in foot-A) 341 

3. Loading ten times to PT-A 342 

4. SW imaging  343 

5. Preconditioning 344 

6. SW imaging 345 

Foot-B (Imaging round 1):  346 

7. Preconditioning 347 

8. SW imaging (Baseline for assessing the effect of loading at 50% of PT) 348 

9. Loading ten times to 50% of PT-A 349 

10. SW imaging 350 

11. Preconditioning 351 

12. SW imaging  352 



 

 

Foot-B (Imaging round 2): Imaging from step 12 was used as baseline for assessing the 353 

effect of loading at 80% of PT.  354 

13. Preconditioning 355 

14. Loading ten times to 80% of PT-A 356 

15. SW imaging 357 

16. Preconditioning 358 

17. SW imaging 359 

Foot-B (Imaging round 3): Imaging from step 17 was used as baseline for assessing the 360 

effect of loading at the PT for foot-B.   361 

18. Preconditioning 362 

19. Loading ten times to PT-B 363 

20. SW imaging 364 

21. Preconditioning 365 

22. SW imaging 366 

Statistical analysis: The normality of results was tested using the Shapiro-Wilk test. 367 

Normally distributed data are presented by their Mean ± Standard Deviation while non-368 

normally distributed data by their Median (minimum value, maximum value). The statistical 369 

significance of differences was assessed using paired samples t-test for normally distributed 370 

data and the Wilcoxon signed rank test for non-normally distributed data (a=0.05). More 371 

specifically a number of pre-planned comparisons were conducted to test whether loading at 372 

different magnitudes can trigger significant changes in tissue stiffness that were not 373 

eliminated by preconditioning. To this end, the baseline measurement of SW speed for each 374 

imaging region was compared against the SW speed immediately after loading and after 375 

preconditioning in the same region (paired samples t-tests, two tail). The statistical 376 

significance of differences between the limb that was tested first (foot-A) and second (foot-B) 377 

with regards to VPT and PT was also tested. All statistical analyses were conducted using 378 

IBM® SPSS® v26. 379 

Finite element modelling: A finite element analysis of the overloading scenario presented 380 

here was performed by adapting a previously published model of the healthy heel which was 381 

validated against in-vivo measurements of plantar pressure11. The purpose of this analysis 382 

was not to provide a quantitative assessment of the absolute value of interface pressure, but 383 

to provide a relative assessment of the difference between the pressure at the edges and at 384 

the centre of the loaded area. Its results informed the decision to analyse SW speed 385 

changes at the edges of the loaded area separately to the centre.  386 

The original anatomically detailed 3D model of the heel was designed based on MRI 387 

images11.  More specifically, the left foot of a healthy participant was scanned using a 1.5 T 388 

MRI scanner and coronal T1 weighted 3D Fast Field Echo (FFE) images were recorded (in-389 

plane/out of plane resolution:0.23mm/1.00mm). The 3D geometry of the heel and of 390 

calcaneus was reconstructed using ScanIP (Simpleware) and imported into Ansys (ANSYS® 391 

Academic Research, Release 2021) for analysis. The final model comprised a rigid 392 

calcaneus and a bulk plantar soft tissue. The mechanical behaviour of plantar soft tissue 393 

was simulated using the Ogden hyperelastic model (1st order): 394 

 395 𝑊 = 𝜇𝛼 (𝜆1−𝛼 + 𝜆2−𝛼 + 𝜆3−𝛼 − 3) + 1𝑑𝑘 (𝐽 − 1)2,      Eq.2 396 



 

 

𝐺0 =  12 (𝜇α),          Eq.3 397 

where λ1, λ2, λ3 are the deviatoric principal stretches, J is the determinant of the deformation 398 

gradient and µ (Pa), α (unitless), and dk (Pa-1) are material coefficients. Coefficient α is 399 

indirectly related to the tissue’s strain hardening/softening behaviour while both µ and α are 400 

directly linked to the material’s initial shear modulus (G0) through equation 3. Parameter dk is 401 

directly linked to the material’s Poisson’s ratio (ν=0.475). Coefficient values corresponding to 402 

a healthy plantar soft tissue were adopted (µ=6.75kPa, α=12.10)11.  403 

To simulate the overloading scenario presented here, the pain pressure applicator was 404 

simulated as a rigid cylinder with rounded edges. The calcaneus was rigidly fixed and an 405 

indentation force was applied to the pain pressure applicator which was equal to the overall 406 

average PT for both feet (39N). Frictionless contact was assumed between the pain 407 

pressure applicator and the heel. At the end, the contact pressure on the surface of the heel 408 

was measured along a path on the axial plane.  409 

 410 
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